Award & Bid Results
“Who was awarded the contract?” If this question sounds familiar,
the transparent option to publish award and bid results will allow all
suppliers to view the awarded bid. However, publication of awarded
information and bid results is not always a mandate; SourceSuite’s
Award and Bid Results module provides the option to simply
enter award and bid information for record keeping, facilitating
the management of all awarded bids, solicitation results and
associated information. A complete history of your organization’s
procurement initiatives including solicitation bidding results,
vendor information, and related documentation is visible online at
anytime. The information can be effortlessly integrated with the
Buyer Dashboard, allowing bid and awarded data to be exported
for reporting and analysis. The Award and Bid Results feature
in SourceSuite makes it easy to reference your organization’s
complete procurement history.

HIGHLIGHTS
/// Elimination of manual processes within
supplier and bid management
/// Transparent bidding process with full
audit reports.
/// Configurable e-procurement solution to
meet your organization’s needs
/// Electronic document distribution and bid
submission
/// Compliance with procurement guidelines

FEATURES
/// Easily identify and audit internal users who unlock supplier bids
/// Define precisely what information, including bid amounts,
suppliers and documentation, is included if publishing bid results
/// Complete audit trail and history of solicitation including awarded
information
/// Award information can be entered for recordkeeping without
mandatory publishing
/// Data can be used for spend & cost management analysis
BENEFITS
/// Track decisions at each stage of the procurement process,
including bid results
/// Increase transparency to supplier community with option to
publish bid result information
/// Populate Buyer Dashboard with important information about
bidding results for easy reporting and auditing

“The purchasing solution is set up to change with us,
they are really in tune to what our needs are and I give
them compliments for addressing the changing times
and new agencies that come on. The service is really
easy to look at, it’s great to use, the vendors love it and
it represents New Mexico well.”
Tammy Brisco West
Purchasing Director, Chaves County
READY TO SEE HOW IT WORKS?
1-800-835-4603
info@sourcesuite.com

